Fundamental vibrational and rotational modes associated with most inorganic and organic molecules are spectroscopically accessible within the mid-infrared (MIR; 3-20 µm) regime of the electromagnetic spectrum. The interaction between MIR photons and organic molecules provides particularly sharp transitions, which -despite the wide variety of organic molecules -provide unique MIR absorption spectra reflecting the molecularly characteristic arrangement of chemical bonds within the probed molecules via the frequency position of the associated vibrational and rotational transitions. Given the inherent molecular selectivity and achievable sensitivity, MIR spectroscopy provides an ideal platform for optical sensing applications. Despite this potential, early MIR sensing applications were limited to localized applications due to the size of the involved instrumentation, and limited availability of appropriately compact MIR optical components including light sources, detectors, waveguides, and spectrometers. During the last decades, engineering advances in photonics and optical engineering have facilitated the translation of benchtop-style MIR spectroscopy into miniaturized optical sensing schemes providing a footprint compatible with portable instrumentation requirements for field deployable analytical tools. In this trend article, we will discuss recent advances and future strategies for miniaturizing MIR sensor technology. The BeerLambert law implies that achievable limit of detection (LOD) for any optical sensor system improves by increasing the interaction length between photons and target analyte species such as e.g., folding the optical path multiple times as in multi-pass gas phase sensing; however, this governing paradigm naturally leads to an increase in system dimensions. Hence, miniaturization of optical sensing system requires scaling down of each optical component, yet improving the performance of each optical element within a smaller form factor for overall at least maintaining, or ideally improving the achievable sensitivity.
are merit as well as weakness. While most absorption frequencies characteristic for organic species are simultaneously addressable, the radiation intensity at any narrow frequency band of the spectrum characteristic for a specific absorption frequency is comparatively low and limits the detection of low analyte concentrations. Furthermore, broadband light sources require appropriate wavelength modulation (e.g., interferometer), or wavelength selection (e.g., filter) devices for obtaining frequency-resolved information, which usually leads to an increased system footprint.
Alternatively to broadband light sources, narrow band gap semiconductor laser diodes (e.g., PbTe, PbSe, PbS, SnSe, SnTe, or CdS) can provide MIR emission. However, their lasing wavelength, life time, and output power are rather limited [ 1 ] . The introduction of quantum cascade lasers (QCL) is commonly considered among the most important advances in MIR sensor technology. QCLs were initially conceptualized by Kazarinov and Suris in 1971 , and experimentally demonstrated by Faist et al. about two decades later [2, 3] . Conventional semiconductor laser diodes emit photons by radiational recombination of electrons from the conduction band, and holes from the valance band; hence, the lasing wavelength is mostly governed by the energy band gap. QCLs emit photons by successive cascading of electrons within mini-conduction bands without electron-hole recombination. In contrast to conventional laser diodes, the lasing wavelength is controlled by the thickness of the quantum wells of the laser diode, thereby enabling coverage of almost the entire MIR spectral range, while lead salt lasers are limited by the energy bandgap as defined by the material composition [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Nowadays, QCLs provide superior emission power, reliability, wavelength tunability, and lifetime. Similar to other lasers, QCLs emit radiation in a very narrow spectral band, which enables the detection of low analyte concentrations, and provides for phase sensitive detection due to the coherent nature of the emitted photons. Given the combination of high output power at a narrow linewidth and small dimensions of QCLs, miniaturized platforms for gas and liquid phase sensing maintaining or even enhancing the achievable sensitivity are conceivable. Very recently, external cavity tunable QCLs have been commercialized by Daylight Solutions (Poway, CA, USA), which enable the detection of multiple analytes with individual tunable QCLs covering a spectral window of ± 5 % of the center emission wavelength [8] . Maturing MEMS technologies are expected to further reduce the package size of external cavity tunable QCLs from hand-held portable devices to an on-chip level; for comparison, in telecommunications MEMS-based tunable laser diodes are already available [9] .
Waveguides. Next to appropriate radiation sources, miniaturized IR sensor systems rely on efficient and intimate interaction of MIR radiation with the target molecules. Conventional or multi-pass gas cells are commonly used devices for gaseous analyte detection. Usually, a set of mirrors enclosed in a sealed compartment support multiple passes of MIR radiation prior to exiting the gas cell providing for effective interaction path lengths form a few ten to a few hundred multiples of the physical length of the gas cell. While providing excellent sensitivity, these cells are not amenable to miniaturization due to their physical size and requirement for large sample gas volumes. Hollow waveguides (HWG) are an interesting alternative to conventional gas cells due to their smaller volume and efficient intimate contact between photons and analyte molecules within the hollow fiber core [10] . Initially, HWGs were conceived for CO 2 laser radiation delivery in surgical or industrial applications [11] [12] [13] . Conventional HWG fibers utilize a metallic reflection coating (e.g., Ag, Au, etc.) at the inner surface of a structural capillary tubing (e.g., silica, Teflon, sapphire, etc.). Such metallic hollow waveguides provide a broad radiation propagation window covering essentially the entire MIR spectrum [14, 15] . Of interest for miniaturized IR gas sensors is the fact that HWGs may simultaneously serve as an optical waveguides, and an absorption gas cell. Their smaller internal volume (usually < 1mL) of HWG requires only small amounts of gas sample to fill the hollow core of the fiber, and provide for a possibly small package volume by coiling the waveguide. Recently, new HWG fiber optic concepts have been introduced based on photonic band gap materials (PBG) [16] [17] [18] . Though the appearance of the fiber is similar to metallic HWGs, the light propagation mechanism of PBG-HWGs is significantly different. PBG-HWGs are internally coated with alternating dielectric layers providing a layer stack with deliberately designed refractive index contrast to form an optical stop band, rather than a metallic reflection coating inside the capillary. Thereby, a photonic bandgap is established enabling high-efficiency radiation propagation within a deliberately selected narrow optical frequency window; hence, PBG-HWGs may use smaller hollow core diameters, and are characterized by reduced propagation losses compared to metallic HWG in the optimized frequency window. Recently, sensing of trace-level constituents has been demonstrated utilizing the combination of PBG-HWGs with QCLs for the first time [19] . Figure 1 shows a comparison of gas sensing with QCLs and conventional, as well as photonic bandgap hollow waveguides. For liquid phase detection of target analytes, attenuated total reflection (ATR) waveguides with or without chemical surface modification have successfully been used since decades [ 20 -22 ] . Exemplarily, solid core optical fibers made from glassy chalcogenide (As-Se-Te) or polycrystalline silver halide (AgBr-AgCl) have been used for evanescent field absorption spectroscopy of target analytes in aqueous solution [23] [24] [25] . The enrichment layers have dual functions: (i) enrichment of target analyte molecules for enhanced sensitivity, and (ii) excluding water from the evanescent field guided at the optical fiber surface. Most recently, the group of Mizaikoff and collaborators have reported significant progress toward miniaturization of liquid phase IR sensing systems by combining QCL light sources with thin film planar silver halide waveguides, and the first planar single-mode MIR waveguides microfabricated from GaAs/AlGaAs, thereby paving the way for MIR sensors based on integrated photonics [26, 27] . Figure 2 shows a selection of results achieved by combining MIR fiber optics and planar waveguides with QCL light sources [26, 28] Detectors and spectrometers. Besides QCLs, quantum well engineering also enables the development of new types of photodetectors. The group of Faist and others have reported MIR detection utilizing quantum cascade photodetectors (QCD) with active structures similar to QCLs [29, 30] . The importance of QCDs certainly goes beyond the introduction of a novel MIR detection scheme; as these devices share the material system with QCLs, an important step toward future monolithic on-chip integration of light source, waveguide, and detector is expected to be achieved in the near future. There have been efforts to miniaturize entire grating or Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometers following the demand for field applications. Collins and coworkers have presented a Michelson interferometer fabricated via Si-MEMS technology providing a 10x10 cm foot print [31] . The team of Mizaikoff is working on compact FT-IR spectrometers suitable for deep sea applications [32, 33] . Miniaturized grating or monochromator spectrometers are nowadays commercially available (e.g., ICX Photonics Inc., Foster-Miller Inc., etc.), however, usually at the expense of spectral resolution [34] [35] [36] . Figure 3 shows a selection of miniaturized IR spectrometers providing for field deployable devices [30, 32, 35] . [31] . (bottom left) Schematic view of a miniaturized MIR grating spectrometer (diameter approx. 5 cm) for coupling to a fiber optic sensor head; (bottom right) MIR grating spectrometer including lenses, filter, mechanically moved grating, and detector mounted onto the optical platform suitable for deployment in groundwater monitoring wells. Reprinted with permission from [36] .
Future Trends -Mid-Infrared Sensors Based on Integrated Photonics
An exciting prospect for the sensing community is the potential integration of photonics at MIR frequencies providing for a comparable level of optical integration already established for the UV/Vis and near infrared (NIR) spectral range. While technologies for miniaturizing/integrating each building block required for on-chip IR sensors appear matured, only limited efforts have been made to realize full integration of all components for establishing MIR sensors onto a wafer or chip level.
Given the reported progress on miniaturized IR components and in particular on the availability of single-mode on-chip MIR waveguides, it is conceivable proposing the integration QCL light source, QCD detector, and novel photonic structures such as arrays of strip waveguides, microdisk/microring resonators, defect cavities of PBG structures, or Mach-Zehnder type devices at a micrometer scale for integrating MIR sensor technology onto a wafer level [37] [38] [39] [40] . Exemplarily, the concept for a MIR microring resonator structure with evanescently coupled input/output waveguides is shown in Figure 4 . Due to the compact size of each individual sensor defined via microfabrication techniques (e.g., photolithography), it is anticipated that an array of individual sensing elements can be integrated into one chip for highly parallelized sensing in the MIR. and (D) are exposed to analytes. These sensors interact with target analyte molecules via the evanescent field at the device surface. Target analytes may be detected by measuring a resonance peak shift, change in Q-factor, or refractive index change. In contrast to similar devices operating in the NIR, a significant increase in sensitivity is anticipated given the significantly higher evanescent field penetration depth in the MIR, and a larger on-resonance optical refractive index change near absorption spectrum peaks.
Emerging new Fields of Application and Outlook
The form factor of sensing platforms is of critical importance, if the available amount of analyte and/or receptor is minute, while requiring accurate analysis. During last two decades engineering advances have facilitated the miniaturization of a wide variety of sensing devices and diagnostic platforms enabling e.g., affordable microarray technology for biomedical and clinical diagnostics. Most recently, the building blocks required for miniaturizing MIR sensing system have achieved the same level of integration, which provides a sound basis for conceiving a level of integration in the 3-15 µm range en par with UV/Vis and NIR optical techniques. It is anticipated that this level of miniaturization and integration will expand the applicability of MIR sensing from well-controlled laboratory environments to on-site applications including deep sea monitoring, space exploration, harsh process monitoring, and biomedical/clinical diagnostics [33, 41] . While MIR sensing system with broadband light sources can be packaged into handheld devices, QCL based systems can be further reduced in size to an on-chip level. It is anticipated that the achievable level of integration for MIR photonic devices will particularly facilitate biomedical and diagnostics applications, as label-free detection of biomolecular interactions such as e.g., DNA hybridization or protein conformation changes are detectable via selective MIR signatures.
